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(Guitar Recorded Versions). Guitar tab for the legendary 1966 British blues album featuring Eric

Clapton on guitar and future Fleetwood Mac founder John McVie on bass. Songs: All Your Love (I

Miss Loving) * Another Man * Double Crossing Time * Have You Heard * Hide Away * It Ain't Right *

Key to Love * Little Girl * Parchman Farm * Ramblin' on My Mind * Steppin' Out * What'd I Say.
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i have been studying blues guitar for the last 2 years now. i've a number of books on the subject.

i've progressed reasonably working with them.then i got this book. learnt a couple of songs. and my

playing has simply jumped a notch!yeah because i'm playing what i want to play - being a huge

clapton fan (bluesbreakers, cream etc). plus clapton is playing in such ways i never encountered in

the tutorial books. his chops are simpler but much more effective. but some of his runs are quite

difficult - not the mere playing of the notes, but the effect created by such.i'm never going to play

what's in the tutorial books anywhere - but this is what i want to play and it is such great fun doing

it.i can't comment too much on the accuracy of the tab - it sounds ok - trying to figure out the notes

with the actual solos is itself quite a job - i recorded all the solos of this album in triplicate on a tape

to use them as a reference. but guess it will get easier as i progress.it would be very helpful if you

know atleast some basic blues - the 12 bar, the pentatonics etc. needless to say, as with all blues

learning, one should focus on the tonic (1st), the dominant (4th) and sub-dominant (5th) notes and

the way they are manipulated to create the blues effect.if you want to play like clapton get this.btw i



wish somebody would publish similar tabs of the music of the great peter green - his album with

mayall 'a hard road' and his early fleetwood mac material as well.

Anyone wanting to learn core Clapton needs this book. It is well done with most tab appearing to be

right on. Obviously some songs are Harp based, with Mayall laying down soem of his best work.

Love it.

At the the time this album came it was a hit in the UK, and few years later Clapton fans started to

copy his playing. I wish this would have been available a decades back. It's a must if want to see

how good Clapton almost 50 years ago.

I can say that whenever you can learn some new things, it's all good.Listen to the album, pick-up a

few new licks and expand them for your own benifit. Then move on.I would recommend this to

anyone that has heard and liked the album!

Ive been playing guitar for about 5 years and started getting into blues after listening to the beano

album. Decided to purchase this because I wanted to learn how to play hideaway and ramblin on

my mind. The tabs are pretty accurate! A must have for blues guitar players.

i play along with the recordings, the tabs are dead on.
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